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Churchill’s Third World War British Plans to Attack the Soviet Empire 1945 JONATHAN WALKER



The war that never was, and how close we came



May 2017 £ 12.99 978-0-7509-5838-7 234 x 156 mm Royal Paperback 240pp 30 b/w illustrations



KEY SALES INFORMATION



WORLD RIGHTS



A rights success, with translations into Polish, Russian, Spanish and Swedish (forthcoming) The only study of the proposed invasion of the Soviet Union as the Second World War drew to a close Fully supported by a wide range of primary source material



MARKETING AND PRESS Key Marketing points



Shows Churchill in a different and surprising light



As the war in Europe entered its final months, we teetered on the edge of a Third World War. While Soviet forces smashed their way into Berlin, Churchill ordered British military planners to prepare the top-secret Operation Unthinkable — the plan for an Allied attack on the Soviet Union, on 1 July 1945. The plan called for the use of the atomic bomb and Nazi troops if necessary: more than merely controversial, as the extent of the Holocaust was becoming clear. A haunting study of the war that so nearly was, Walker offers a fascinating insight into the upheaval as the Second World War drew to a close and the Allies’ mistrust of the Soviet Union that would blossom into the Cold War. AUTHOR JONATHAN WALKER is a member of the British Commission for Military History and an Honorary Research Associate at the University of Birmingham. He is the author of five books for Spellmount, including The Blood Tub: General Gough and the Battle of Bullecourt and Poland Alone: Britain, SOE and the Collapse of the Polish Resistance, 1944 (translated into Polish to great acclaim). As well as contributing to other recent military history publications, he has appeared on BBC radio and television programmes. He lives in Devon. C M
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Slaughter on the Eastern Front Hitler and Stalin’s Wars, 1941 1945 ANTHONY TUCKER-JONES



New analysis of German war on the Eastern Front based on German command documents



May 2017 £25.00 978-0-7509-6770-9 234 x 156mm Royal Hardback 288pp + 16pp mono 40 b/w illustrations



KEY SALES INFORMATION



WORLD RIGHTS



Shocking exposure of reality of German war with Russia doomed almost from the beginning but they kept on fighting Behind-the-scenes accounts of German command its successes and failures Step-by-step account of brutal fighting on the Eastern Front



MARKETING AND PRESS Key Marketing points The brutal fighting on the Eastern Front in WW2 is an ever popular subject both sides of the Atlantic and this analysis will delight armchair historians putting them at the heart of German command decisions. Great for wargamers and computer strategy gamers. Author is tank warfare expert and has good contacts at Bovingotn tank museum and writes frequently for military periodicals.



Anthony Tucker-Jones casts new light on the brutal fighting on the Eastern Front in the Second World War. Through his analysis of German frontline command assessments, he reveals the shocking destruction of German forces by the Soviets as early as 1942 and yet Hitler kept on fighting. Step by step, he describes how the German war machine fought to its very last against a relentless enemy.



AUTHOR ANTHONY TUCKER-JONES spent nearly 20 years in the British Intelligence Community before establishing himself as a defence writer and military historian. He has written extensively on aspects of WW2 warfare, including Hitler’s Great Panzer Heist and Stalin’s Revenge: Operation Bagration.



C M
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SLAUGHTER ON THE EASTERN FRONT Contents Stalin’s Gathering Armies Introduction: Collective Madness Chapter One: Enemies of the People Chapter Two: Zhukov Pulls No Punches Chapter Three: Hitler’s Will-o’-the-Wisp Chapter Four: Shameful Intrigue Chapter Five: Everything is Normal Chapter Six: Provoking War Chapter Seven: Redbeard and Beyond Chapter Eight: The Typhoon Falters Chapter Nine: Operation Blue Chapter Ten: Disaster on the Don Chapter Eleven: No Champagne or Cognac Chapter Twelve: Zeitzler’s Comeback Plan Chapter Thirteen: Prokhorovka Bloodbath Chapter Fourteen: Stalin’s D-Day Chapter Fifteen: Hitler’s Last Triumph Chapter Sixteen: Axis Turncoats Chapter Seventeen: Final Stand Chapter Eighteen: Madmen in Berlin Chapter Nineteen: Hitler Youth Chapter Twenty: Stalin’s Vengeance Chapter Twenty-One: Slaughter on the Eastern Front Maps: 1. Soviet Reserve Armies 1942 2. Operation Barbarossa 22 June 1941 3. Operation Uranus 19 November 1942 4. Operation Citadel 5 July 1943 5. Operation Bagration 22 June 1944 6. The Battle for Berlin 16 April – 1 May 1945 Annexes 1. Glossary of key military operations 2. Estimates of Hitler’s principal European Eastern Front Allies 3. Estimates of Hitler’s principal Eastern Front Soviet Allies 4. German losses and replacements December 1941 – September 1942 5. Stalin’s Reserve Armies Spring 1942 6. Axis losses on the Eastern Front 1941-45 7. Red Army and Allied Forces losses on the Eastern Front 1941-45 8. Red Army losses by operation 1941-45



References Bibliography



In the summer of 1941, a collective madness overtook Adolf Hitler and his senior generals. They convinced themselves that they could take on and defeat a superpower in the making – the Soviet Union. Foolishly. they thought in a swift campaign they could smash the Red Army and force Stalin to sue for peace. However, even at the start, Hitler had insufficient manpower for such an enterprise and he was forced to rely on the inadequate armies of Finland, Italy, Hungary, Romania, Slovak Republic and even Spain. Bulgaria also became involved indirectly freeing up German troops in the Balkans. Hitler bullied and cajoled the Hungarian and Romanian leadership to join his antiBolshevik crusade against the Soviet Union. Their motives for doing so were based more on mutual distrust of each other rather than any great antipathy toward Moscow. They would learn to regret their alliance with the devil. Hitler indulged in tunnel vision; it was his victorious Wehrmacht that would deliver the decisive knock out blow against the Red Army while his Axis allies simply held the flanks. In reality though the Italians, Hungarians and Romanians were key players in the disaster that unfolded for Hitler’s war effort in the east. What possessed Hitler to believe he could defeat such a vast army with more manpower, equipped with more tanks, artillery and aircraft? The German Blitzkrieg had brought Poland, Scandinavia, Western Europe and the Balkans to its knees, even the combined might of the British and French armies had been unable to stave off defeat. Through a combination of new tactics and daring the Hitler’s generals had run circles round their opponents – quite literally in many cases. By June 1941 the Wehrmacht stood undefeated and undisputed masters of Europe. Even so challenging the Red Army still seemed a tall order. The real reason was that Stalin’s purges of his officer corps in the late 1930s and the Red Army’s lamentable performance against Finland during the brief Winter War convinced Hitler that such a feat was possible. On top of this, the Soviet high command chose to ignore the mobile warfare possibilities presented by the tank. To them, it was a support weapon rather than an armoured fist. They looked to their experiences during the Spanish Civil war and drew the wrong conclusions despite recent lessons of Hitler’s Blitzkrieg in Poland and France. In addition Stalin’s collectivisation programmes had wrought untold suffering on the Soviet population. Ukraine in particular endured the most appalling famine with a horrific death toll. Stalin dragged the Soviet Union into the twentieth century by its bootstraps whether it liked it or not. Collectivisation was enforced at the barrel of a gun and any signs of nationalism within the Soviet Union’s member states stamped out. The Soviet Union appeared to be in a state of political and military chaos. To Hitler and his generals there could be only one outcome - the mighty Red Army would collapse and Stalin probably removed by a military coup. To his cost Hitler chose to ignore the dire warning provided by an up and coming Soviet general who shaped modern warfare tactics with notable flare before the Nazi Blitzkrieg was ever launched against Poland. In the summer of 1939 Georgi Zhukov crushed the Japanese Army on the steppes



of Mongolia with such ease that Japan never meddled in the Soviet affairs again. It ensured that Stalin was free to fight on just one front rather than two when the time came. When the Germans reached Moscow Zhukov was there with his wealth of experience waiting for them. Hitler also chose to ignore the anti-Soviet sentiments that were widespread within the German occupied territories. At grass roots level collectivisation had fired a hatred of the Soviet regime. The Baltic States and Ukraine wanted independence and initially welcomed the Nazis as liberators. Instead Hitler and his cronies chose to ride roughshod over them and treat them as subjugated peoples. The opportunity to raise large armies of nationalist forces was left too late. Early ‘volunteers’ were consigned to menial support roles within the German military or became brutal police units who simply alienated the local population. Attempts at raising anti-Stalinist Ukrainian and even Russian forces were too little too late. Those units instigated in the name of political change in the Soviet Union suffered predictable fates. Some ended up in the unenviable position of being trapped in the middle, disowned by all. Only the Don and Kuban Cossacks were embraced with any great enthusiasm by the German armed forces. Even then the powerful Cossack Corps ended up in the Italy far from the Red Army. In June 1941 in a campaign conducted at breathless speed the German and other Axis armies rolled triumphantly across the Baltic States, Byelorussia and Ukraine. The Red Army and Red Air Force lay completely smashed and scattered across the Russian steppe. Desperate to save their necks the Soviet generals set about blaming each other for the ineptitude that had allowed the Germans to reach the very gates of Moscow. Then dramatically things faltered before the Soviet capital and Leningrad. Stalin’s insistence on a counteroffensive in front of Moscow was a dismal failure but it caused Hitler’s armies ill equipped to cope with the bitter Russian winter to pause for breath. Moscow was the real centre of gravity, but Hitler became needlessly distracted by events on his flanks, the allure of Leningrad, Sevastopol and Stalingrad became too great. In particular Stalingrad was where the slowly but surely rejuvenating Red Army was able to prove its newfound mettle. It was a battle that neither Hitler nor Stalin would give up on. From 1941-42 the losses on the Eastern Front were extremely heavy, but nothing like the subsequent slaughter that occurred with appalling regularity from 1942-1945. Thanks to their intelligence Hitler’s generals knew that the Soviet Union’s massive population would throw a vital life line to the battered Red Army on a scale that was impossible for the Wehrmacht. The real question was how quickly could the Red Army recover. The German intelligence assessment was that with the capture of the raw materials concentrated in the Caucasus the Red Army would be starved of resources. Crucially General Georg Thomas, head of the German economic office just before the Ostfront opened assessed that Stalin would lose seventy-five per cent of his heavy industry; this would make it almost impossible to rearm the Red Army. He could not conceive that Soviet factories would be shifted wholesale east of the Urals and that they would not only resume production of military equipment but also step it up to levels that Germany could not compete with.



The regeneration of the Red Army and Red Air Force was little short of a miracle. Reinhard Gehlen, head of German intelligence on the Eastern Front, noted that despite staggering Soviet losses at Kiev, Vyazma and Bryansk by January 1942 the Red Army was still maintaining a frontline strength of 4.5m men and that there were as many Red Army divisions confronting the Wehrmacht as when Hitler first attacked the Soviet Union. General Halder Chief of the German General Staff, estimated total German losses on the Ostfront as 28 February 1942 to be a million casualties. Whatever the true figure, even by Halder’s reckoning as of November 1941 Hitler had lost almost a quarter of his forces on the Eastern Front, by February 1942 this had risen to almost a third. At the same time Stalin began to release his vice like grip on the conduct of the war as this so clearly ended in defeat in early 1942. Instead he began to rely on the expert judgement of his deputy – Zhukov. In turning the tide in late 1942 Stalin chose to strike Hitler’s Achilles heel at Stalingrad. First he routed the ill-equipped Italian, Hungarian and Romanian armies, and then he trapped and crushed an entire German army on the banks of the Don at Stalingrad. A shudder ran through the ranks of the German armed forces; this was not supposed to happen. Hitler wilfully chose to ignore the warning signs. His efforts to wrest back the initiative received at deathblow at Kursk, where the Soviets sprung another well-concealed trap. Hitler’s depleted armies were now bleeding to death and the slaughter continued in earnest. When Stalin launched his version of D-Day the following year he tore the beating heart out of the Wehrmacht on the Eastern Front and overran Hungary and Romania. From then on it was a fighting retreat for the Germans. Hitler marshalled his dwindling manpower for one last attempt to stop the Red tide in the spring of 1945, but it was to no avail and the Red Army was on its way to Berlin. To people born and raised in Western Europe, the slaughter that occurred on the Eastern Front is without doubt beyond comprehension. The campaigns fought in the West were bloody and brutal affairs, but they pale into insignificance against the simply enormous battles fought in the east and the resulting death toll. In addition beyond military circles there is little appreciation that so many different nationalities shared in the appalling bloodletting. Extensive analysis of German intelligence reveals the blunders that led to the shocking and needless destruction of Hitler’s armed forces as early as the winter of 1941-1942. The myth is that the regeneration of the Red Army cost Hitler the war thanks to his defeats at Stalingrad and Kursk – but it was ultimately his will-o-the-wisp strategy and fortress mentality that hamstrung his war effort. In refusing to cede ground, Hitler took away the Wehrmacht’s ability to conduct mobile warfare and fight on the ground of their choosing. Inevitably the initiative increasingly passed over to the Red Army. Despite this the German war machine fought to its very last against a relentless enemy knowing that defeat was inevitable.



Aviation Disasters The World’s Major Civil Airliner Crashes Since 1950 DAVID GERO The authoritative record of civil air disasters worldwide



October 2016 £25 978-0-7509-6633-7 248x172mm D Format Paperback 416pp mono +8 col 170 b/w illustrations



KEY SALES INFORMATION



15 col illustrations



 Updated sixth edition



WORLD RIGHTS



bringing the story up to date



 Fully illustrated with a fascinating selection of photographs and charts



 Author is a recognised expert in the field



 Includes the first Key Marketing points Review and Feature coverage by transport correspondents of national dailies, plus key aviation magazines such as: Flight Safety, Flight International, Aviation News and Flight Global, Aviation World, Royal Aeronautical Society. Mailing to specialist societies and websites.



incident of sabotage involving a commercial liner, and the first much-feared crash of the jumbo jet era



 Features, alongside



Flying as an airline passenger is, statistically, one of the safest forms of travel. Even so, the history of civil aviation is littered with high-profile disasters involving major loss of life. This new edition of the authoritative work on the subject brings the grim but important story of air disasters right up to date. David Gero assembles a list of major air disasters since the 1950s across continents. He investigates every type of calamity, including those caused by appalling weather, mechanical failure, pilot error, inhospitable terrain and hostile action. Aviation Disasters is the authoritative record of air disasters worldwide.



AUTHOR DAVID GERO has always had a keen interest in aeronautics, starting his collection of air disaster reports at the age of thirteen. Since then he has gathered information on many thousands of incidents, involving all kinds of aircraft and from many different countries.



less well-known cases, the Pan American Flight 103 at Lockerbie in 1988 and the twin Towers tragedy on 11 September 2001
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Strolling Player The Life and Career of Albert Finney Gabriel Hershman The first biography to e plore Albert Finne ’s entire career and put into context his contribution to British cinema and theatre



January 2017 £20 978-0-7509-7886-6 Royal (234 x 156mm) Hardback 288pp (+ 8pp mono) 16 mono illustrations



KEY SALES INFORMATION



WORLD



 Features original interviews with many of Finney’s directors and co-stars



 Foreword by renowned British actor David Warner MARKETING AND PRESS



 International appeal: Finney is as popular in the US as he is here



Key Marketing points



 First-hand accounts of



Features and coverage in national press such as: The Observer – New Review, The Daily Mail, Salford local press. Reviews and editorial in specialist media such as: Little White Lies, Cinema Retro Magazine, The Stage, Screen Trade, Chat, Saga, Best of British. Integrated online campaign via The History Press’ website, email newsletter, Twitter and Facebook. Author talks and email campaign to specialist societies such as: Retrosellers, the London Film Convention, the BFI, the National Theatre, RSC, and The Biographer’s Club.



Strolling Player is the story of a Salford-born, homeworkhating bookie’s son who broke the social barriers of British film and dodged typecasting to become a five-time Oscar nominee. This riveting account of the life and career of Albert Finney examines how one of Britain’s greatest actors built a glittering career without sacrificing his integrity. It’s also the story of an actor who went his own way, did his share of roistering and yet outlived his contemporaries to become one of our most durable international stars. Bon vivant, perennial rebel, self-effacing character star, charismatic charmer, mentor to a generation of workingclass artists, a byword for professionalism, lover of horseflesh - and female flesh - Finney is all these things and more - as Gabriel Hershman’s colourful and incisive biography reveals.



GABRIEL HERSHMAN is an experienced British journalist who has written for many international publications. His abiding interest is in film and theatre, and his previous biography of a lesser-known British actor, Ian Hendry, continues to be a hit among followers of cult film and has won rave reviews.



many of Finney’s theatrical performances, as recalled by the author, during the 1980s, a golden period for London’s West End
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Colouring History: The Tudors NATALIE GRUENINGER (Illustrated by KATHRYN HOLEMAN)



The first book of its kind – a colouring-in book for adults who love the Tudors



May 2017 £9.99 978-0-7509-7944-3 226 x 248mm Paperback 96pp



KEY SALES INFORMATION



45 mono illustrations



 Beautiful illustrations



WORLD



from an acclaimed artist



 Offers the buyer and opportunity to learn about the Tudors in a fun way



 Possible expansion to a series should this prove to be popular



MARKETING AND PRESS Key Marketing points



This unique and beautifully illustrated colouring book for grown-ups features images and scenes inspired by the ever-fascinating Tudor dynasty. It will provide hours of joy and relaxation, and is a great way to unwind after a hectic day of study or work. Quiet your mind and colour your way to peace, while nurturing your creativity and love of Tudor history.



NATALIE GRUENINGER is an author and researcher, and the founder and editor of On the Tudor Trail, a website devoted to 16th-century England that welcomes between 25,000-30,000 visitors per month. She is the author of In the Footsteps of the Six Wives of Henry VIII. KATHRYN HOLMAN is an artist and illustrator, whose work features in the forthcoming Colour Me Married (Little, Brown, 2016)
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Daring Women of History Amelia Earhart MIKE ROUSSEL



Revealing the naturally courageous nature of Lady Lyndy , that made her one of the most daring of twentieth-century women



June 2017 £9.99 978-0-7509-7948-1 234x156mm B Format Paperback 176pp 50 b/w illustrations WORLD RIGHTS



KEY SALES INFORMATION



Timed for the 80th anniversary of her tragic disappearance on 2 July 1937 With a foreword by Joy Lofthouse, ex-Second World War ATA pilot



MARKETING AND PRESS



Charting ‘arhart s life and experiences until she vanished over the Pacific on the last leg of her Round the World Flight



Key Marketing points



Amelia took her first flight as a passenger at an air show and that 10-minute experience sealed her future career. In 1921 she purchased her first aircraft, bright yellow, which she nicknamed the Canary . She later sold it because it seemed unlikely she could make a living from flying, but in 1928 Amelia was invited to become the first woman to fly the Atlantic, following Charles Lindberg s solo transatlantic flight from in 9 7. She jumped at the chance, though she was forced to travel as a passenger, and this established Lady Lindy in the public eye. Soon she returned



Exploring the theories and investigations that have followed, as the world struggled to establish the truth In recent years tiny remnants have been found, from aircraft fragments to freckle cream, but it is unlikely the mystery of what happened to Amelia Earhart will ever be solved



to flying, and setting her own records on her own terms. Her final flight was at attempt to circumnavigate the world, but US coastal vessel Ithaca lost radio contact with the plane 100 miles out from Howloon Island and searches yielded no trace of them. AUTHOR MIKE ROUSSEL has previously written Joe Smith: Spitfire’s Forgotten Designer for The History Press, as well as coauthoring Shipwrecks of the Cunard Line and The Union Castle Line. He is an active supporter of Solent Sky Aviation Museum. He lives in Southampton.



AR
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A Tangled Web Mata Hari: Dancer, Courtesan, Spy MARY W. CRAIG A new study of the most infamous spy of the First World War, published to coincide with the 100th anniversary of her execution



August 2017 £20 978-ISBN Royal (234 x 156mm) Hardback 288pp WORLD



KEY SALES INFORMATION



 The first biography of Mata Hari in over a decade, and the first to draw on MI5 and Metropolitan archives



 The first biography of Hari to explore the involvement of MI5 in her capture



MARKETING AND PRESS Key Marketing points



 Corrects some of the common misconceptions and errors about Mata Hari



 Original research into



In this new biography, published to coincide with the 100th anniversary of her execution, Mata Hari is revealed in all of her flawed eccentricity; a woman whose adult life was a fantastical web of lies and half-truths. Following a bitter divorce and the death of a young son, Hari reinvented herself as an exotic dancer in Paris, before finally taking up the life of a courtesan. She could have remained a half-forgotten member of France’s grande horizontale were it not for the First World War and her disastrous decision to become embroiled in espionage. What happened next was part farce and part tragedy that ended in her execution in October 1917. Recruited by both the Germans and the French as a spy, Hari – codenamed H21 – was also almost recruited by the Russians. But the harmless fantasies and lies she had told on stage had become part of the deadly game of agents and foreign agents during wartime. Struggling with the huge cost of war, the French authorities needed to catch a spy. Mata Hari, the dancer, the courtesan, the fantasist, became the prize catch.



MARY W. CRAIG is a previous Carnegie scholar of the University of Glasgow where she gained a MLItt in history. She is a working historian specialising in the history of central Europe between 1848 and 1933. She also works as a community archivist involved in the creation of archival systems that protect original historical materials while increasing their accessibility to researchers and the general public.



all of Mata Hari’s life from her childhood to her death
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The Ripper of Waterloo Road The Murder of Eliza Grimwood in 1838 JAN BONDESON



January 2017 £20 978-0-7509-6779-2 Royal (234 x 156mm) Hardback 320pp c.60 b/w illustrations WORLD



The first book to examine one of the most infamous murders of the 19th century, and presents a credible suspect KEY SALES INFORMATION







It reconstructs a once famous early Victorian murder mystery, making use of archival sources, contemporary newspapers and popular culture sources.







Charles Dickens was fascinated by the Grimwood mysteries, and wrote about it more than once. There has been speculation that the characters Nancy and Sikes in Oliver Twist were inspired by Eliza Grimwood and her boyfriend William Hubbard







The book makes use of the unpublished diary of the leader of the murder investigation, Inspector Charles Frederick Field, which is kept at the National Archives



MARKETING AND PRESS Key Marketing points



Features and coverage in national press such as: The Daily Mail, Daily Mirror, Daily Telegraph, and BBC Radio London. Reviews and editorial in specialist media such as: Real Crime, The Ripperologist, Fortean Times, Ripperana, Discover Your Ancestors, True Detective, Journal of the Whitechapel Society, Police Magazine, and Met Life.



When Jack the Ripper first terrorized the streets of London, the Daily Telegraph reported that his crimes were as ghastly as those committed by ‘liza Grimwood s murderer. Grimwood s is arguably the most infamous and brutal of all 19th-century murders. She was a high-class prostitute, and on 26 May 1838 she brought a client back home with her. The morning after, she was found with her throat cut and her abdomen viciously ripped . The client was nowhere to be seen. The convoluted murder investigation, with suspects ranging from an alcoholic bricklayer to a royal duke, was followed by the Londoners with great interest, including Charles Dickens, who based Nancy s death in Oliver Twist on Grimwood s. Indeed, there was much



Integrated online campaign via The History Press’ website, email newsletter, Twitter and Facebook. Email campaign to specialist societies and online forums such as NARPO, The Crime Museum, and The Police History Society Newsletter.



dismay when the murder remained unsolved. Jan Bondeson links this murder with a series of other opportunist early Victorian slayings, and, in putting forward a credible new suspect, concludes that the Ripper of Waterloo Road was, in fact, a serial killer.



AUTHOR JAN BONDESON is a senior lecturer at Cardiff University and is a respected true crime historian, having written some fourteen books, including Rivals of the Ripper (The History Press, 2016).
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House of Spies St Er i ’s Hotel, the Lo do Base of British Espionage PETER MATTHEWS October 2016



The first book to reveal the secret history of St Er i ’s Hotel, the meeting point for many spies and their handlers from the Second World War to the Cold War



£20 978-0-7509-6401-2 Royal (234 x 156mm) Hardback 288pp



 Official endorsement and backing from the hotel and use of its archives



8pp mono 90,000 words WORLD RIGHTS



 Pro otio o the hotel’s website and mailshots to their 22,000 subscribers  Will appeal to both London history buffs and fans of espionage non-fiction  Author is an authority in the genre



MARKETING AND PRESS Features in national press such as The Daily Mail and The Mail on Sunday. Reviews and editorial in specialist media such as: Real Crime, True Crime Library, The Ripperologist and True Detective. Email campaign to specialist societies and online forums such as CrimeTime.co.uk, CrimeSquad.com . Integrated online campaign via The Histor Press’ e site, email newsletter, Twitter and Facebook. Cross promotion with the hotel, including launch party and direct marketing to their newsletter subscribers.



MB



St Er i ’s Hotel has ee s o ous ith British espionage ever since the 1930s, when the SIS (MI6) was situated nearby at 54 Broadway. Through to the cloak and dagger days of the Cold War, St Er i ’s has not only acted as a safe house for spies to meet with their handlers, but also as a clandestine recruitment centre. Bristling with intelligence officers such as Ian Fleming and Nöel Coward, the hotel was initially revealed by the notorious double agent Arthur Owens, codenamed SNOW, to be a covert base for the Secret Intelligence Service’s Se tio D, before three gloomy private rooms on the third floor became the birthplace of Winston Chur hill’s SOE in the early days of the Second World War. During the late 1940s, the traitorous Cambridge spies Kim Philby and Guy Burgess would hand over intelligence to their Russian counterparts when they regularly met in the dark corners of the hotel’s Ca to Bar, whilst St Ermin’s pro i it to go er e t offices ensured its continued use by both domestic and foreign secret agents throughout the following decades. In this first book on the history of the hotel, historian Peter Matthews reveals the remarkable stories of the spies who met there and the secrets they were sharing.



PETER MATTHEWS is Secretary of the Foreign Press Association and regularly works with a wide range of international journalists. He has written numerous articles on military history and international relations. He served in the Army in Berlin post-WW2 and developed an active interest and role in Signals Intelligence. He is currently completing a PhD in European Studies and is working with the Imperial War Museum.
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The Solitary Spy A Political Prisoner in Cold War Berlin DOUGLAS BOYD Author and historian Douglas Boyd reveals his shocking account of life as a Cold War prisoner in 1950s Berlin



April 2017 £20 978-0-7509-6978-9 Royal (234 x 156mm) Hardback 224pp (+ 16pp mono) 32 mono illustrations



KEY SALES INFORMATION



WORLD



 A unique account of what happened in political prisons behind the Iron Curtain



 The Cold War is more popular than ever, and Boyd’s story evokes that of Steven Spielberg’s acclaimed film Bridge of Spies



MARKETING AND PRESS Key Marketing points Reviews and editorial coverage in specialist media such as: Eye Spy, All About History, History Revealed, Real Crime, Security Week, SC Magazine, and BBC Radio. Integrated online campaign via The History Press’ website, email newsletter, Twitter and Facebook. Societies: the RAFling blog , FRINTON (an association of ex-RN coders (special)) and the East Neuk Luncheon Club, and the Old Gatovians (ex-Gatow linguists).



 Unpublished material and hitherto unknown information from the Berlin front line Of the 2.3 million National Servicemen conscripted during the Cold War, 4,200 attended the secret Joint Services School for Linguists, tasked with supplying much-needed Russian speakers to the three services. The majority were in RAF uniform, as the Warsaw Pact saw air forces become the greatest danger to the West. After training, they were sent to the front lines in Germany and elsewhere to snoop on Russian aircraft in real time. Posted to RAF Gatow in Berlin, ideally placed for signals interception, Douglas Boyd came to know Hitler’s devastated former capital, divided as it was into Soviet, French, US and British sectors. Pulling no punches, he describes the SIGINT work, his subsequent arrest by armed Soviet soldiers one night on the border, and how he was locked up without trial in solitary confinement in a Stasi prison. The Solitary Spy is a unique account of the terrifying experience of incarceration and interrogation in an East German political prison, from which Boyd eventually escaped one step ahead of the KGB. AUTHOR



DOUGLAS BOYD is probably the only British author who has confronted the KGB while enduring solitary confinement in a Stasi interrogation prison. He studied Russian language and history while training for signals interception at an RAF base in Berlin – snooping on Warsaw Pact fighter pilots over-flying East Germany and Poland. Back in civilian life, he spent several years at the height of the Cold War dealing with Soviet bloc film and TV officials, some of whom were undercover intelligence officers.
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From secret Russian snooper to political prisoner How Cold War spying in Berlin changed my life by Douglas Boyd, former 5044577 Linguist ‘A’, Boyd, D The National Service Act of 1948 put 2.3 million young British men in uniform for 18 months – and from 1950 to 1963, for two years of their lives. For the millions, it was summed up in the saying, ‘If it doesn’t move, paint it. If it does move, salute it.’ It all began with standing naked in a long queue while a man in white coat grabbed one’s testicles quite hard and shouted, ‘Cough! Next! Cough! Next!’ Then came an aptitude test, which I refused to fill in. A tired RAF Flight Lieutenant said, ‘It’s obligatory.’ I whispered back, ‘Not for me. I’ve been preselected for the Russian course.’ With a weary sigh, he wrote Preselected for Russian course on my paper. Aged eighteen, already bilingual with French, I spoke fluent Spanish, some German and Italian, and was determined to be one of the 5,000 young intellectuals who had the amazing good fortune to spend half their compulsory military service in intensive Russian language training at the Joint Services School for Linguists – with the likes of Eddie George of the Bank, Michael Frayn, Alan Bennett, Denis Potter et al. When I was there at the height of the Cold War in 1956-7, JSSL was accommodated on a disused Fleet Air Arm airfield at Crail in Fifeshire, now a pig farm. All the tutors were civilian: White Russians, Soviet defectors, Balts, Poles and Czechs, who shared their tragic life stories with us. It was all so Top Secret that Guy Burgess was ordered to spy on it. Spying on us was Phil Cooper, an MI5 man twice our age billeted in my 24-bed barrack hut, who never re-made his bed. He slept on the floor, wrapped in one blanket – a bit of a giveaway. Yet in the library I read copies of Soviet publications airmailed direct from Moscow, the wrappers plainly marked JSSL, Crail, Fifeshire, Scotland. We wore RAF, RN and Army uniform, so daily life was an unceasing war between Flight Sergeants, Chief Petty Officers and the giant Corporal of Horse on one side and us students on the other. It was so important that nothing should delay our mastery of this inflected language with its own alphabet that there was little they could do to punish us for indiscipline. So, we took advantage. Rightly deciding we were unfit ‘clever clogs’, a new CO prescribed cross-country runs. On the first one, we ambled lethargically out of the gate. Once out of sight, we lay on the grass to have a smoke until it was time to take the short cut home. Round the bend, at quite a lick, came the new CO in singlet and shorts. Halting in amazement, he said, ‘Come on, chaps. That’s not the spirit,’ before sprinting into the distance. Nobody else moved. Trucked into some hill country with a Bren for a bang-bang ‘exercise’, a pal and I fired off all our blank ammunition in one go so we could spend the afternoon testing each other on the week’s vocabulary list. Failing the increasingly tough tests could have you RTU’d back to painting and saluting. That was real, bang-bang was not. The JSSL curriculum was brilliant. We had no clear idea why we were being immersed in Russian language, history and literature, nor why increasingly fast idiomatic diktovka was so important. Posted to Pucklechurch, near Bristol, the RAF contingent found out. Forgetting Tolstoi, Turgenev and performances of Mayakovsky directed by an Orthodox monk, we learned the Russian for ‘mother-fucker’, a word none of us knew in English, for those were innocent times. Into our headphones were fed 2-second VHF transmission bursts from Soviet fast-mover pilots, scrambled by atmospherics. The first was Dozhd, Ya dozhd tridsat-syem. Kak menya slyshesh? How do you read me? But it sounded like Donald Duck with sinusitis. Rather fast, we learned to write real-time in Russian shorthand whole pages of intercept – which was in those pre-NSA days done with pencil and paper. Then it was off to RAF Gatow in the British sector of Berlin, living in the luxury of Goering’s accomodation for the elite of the Luftwaffe and listening in the ultra-secret Signals Section to 8 hours a day of
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Donald Duck and Co squawking across the ether. To escape boredom in the set room, three of us manned a direction-finding out-station actually on the border. We received the frequencies to DF over a tapped land-line in code a 5-year-old could have broken. Had the Cold War turned hot, whoever was on duty there would have been the first Western casualty. Off-duty, we had our own Olympic swimming pool and the British Berlin Yacht Club was a short stroll away through the woods to the Havel shore with a selection of boats confiscated from ‘former Nazis’ at our disposal and double rums in the club bar at eight old pence a shot, paid in BAF Toytown notes. We could go into the western sectors of the still devastated city in civvies – and into the Russian sector, if in uniform, to buy Supraphon 33 rpm records and East German Agfa photographic products. Therein lay my downfall. On the base, cigarettes were duty-free. I sold them on the black market, changing the resultant West German marks into East marks at the Schwindelkurs of four East marks for one West mark, and converted the proceeds into photographic goods. I thought that pretty clever until the night I was arrested by men pointing loaded guns at me, and locked up in a Stasi prison at Potsdam. With no diplomatic relations between the UK and the DDR, it was the political equivalent of the earth opening and swallowing me up. Outside the prison and a file in the Normannenstrasse HQ of the Stasi (of which I received a copy 50 years later), I did not exist. Fortunately, I did not then know that male and female prisoners were tortured in another cell-block and sent to even worse prisons, where many died. One gets to look forward to interrogations because they break the monotony, as did occasional solo exercise walks in a courtyard watched by a guard with loaded sub-machine gun and a weekly tepid 30-second shower with a tiny towel, still soaking from the last user. Left alone for two weeks (maybe my interrogator was on leave?) I went on hunger strike. The worst moment was when two Russian intelligence officers came to grill me. The Stasi did not know what I had been doing in RAF Gatow, but they did. For several sweaty hours, I pretended not to understand their questions, unless interpreted, avoiding all their traps, having no wish to end up in the Lubyanka or the Gulag. Danger sharpens the 20-yearold brain amazingly. Something in their behaviour encouraged me to gamble on a hunch that even the Stasi viewed the Russians as Big Brother. From being a model prisoner, I went beserk, demanding my Stasi interrogator come swiftly. The hunch paid off: he was furious when I told him about the Russians. To frustrate them, the Stasi swapped me back through the GDR Red Cross. Handed over at the Helmstedt crossing-point designated Checkpoint Able, which is now a tourist attraction – Baker and Charlie were in Berlin – I walked 200 metres to find I was regarded as a traitor by the RAF for stupidly getting myself into enemy hands, and faced two years or more in a military prison. The de-indoctrination was tough and included sessions with a Wing Commander psychologist to assess my sanity. He decided my brain was ‘within the bounds of normality’. Back in the UK for formal de-mob, I was surprised to be given back pay for the time spent in prison. Air Chief Marshal Sir Hubert Patch asked if I would drop into his office in Adastral House, and said, ‘Boyd, you’ve got ten minutes to tell me about it.’ I did. He said, ‘You were stupid to get caught, but I believe you betrayed no secrets. So there will be no charges. And I’ll give you a reference for a job.’ A bank clerk before conscription, my languages – especially Russian and the JSSL experience – swiftly made me an international sales executive in the film business, then head of the BBC Eurovision office, then a television producer, an impresario and multi-book author, including two Russian/Soviet histories – the first of which has been bought by Poland, Czech Republic, Estonia and Mongolia. So it must be pretty good. And yes, I’ve re-visited the prison and collected my Stasi file, to get the facts straight. But I wouldn’t do it again.
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Women volunteering to become secret agents or spies risk the same torture as men if caught, plus sexual violence. Many of their male colleagues mistrust them for ‘emotional unreliability’. Some have indeed gone to bed with their captors, seeking leniency. Mathilde Carré was caught by the Abwehr in occupied France and betrayed everyone in her Resistance network to her new lover. At her trial, she said, ‘Women do not have the same choices as men.’ Yet female agents of SOE saved thousands of Allied soldiers’ lives. In the Comintern’s 70-year war against the West, Moscow’s many female agents seduced soldiers and politicians, got divorced and married following orders, financed revolutions and stole nuclear secrets – many settling in the countries they betrayed to avoid being shot on return to the USSR. This book records the lives of the ‘agentes’ and investigates the powerful motives that drove them to undertake such dangerous work – like patriotism, ideology, love and revenge.
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The inside story of the Bletchley Park codebreakers who broke the Lorenz machine Told by Jerry Roberts MBE, who until his death was the last surviving Bletchley Park codebreaker MARKETING AND PRESS



Lorenz or Tunny machine was used to convey messages between Hitler and his top generals and field marshals during WWII
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The breaking of the Enigma machine is one of the most heroic stories of the Second World War, and highlights the crucial work of the codebreakers at Bletchley Park which shortened the war by several years. But there was another code machine used by Hitler himself to convey messages to his top commanders in the field. A machine
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more complex and secure than Enigma. A machine that could
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secret code, and how he finally got the codebreakers the



More complex and secure even than Enigma, this was the machine that could never be broken Lorenz s existence was kept secret for 60 years and it has never been written about in a book before



never be broken. For 60 years no one knew about Lorenz or Tunny , or the courageous group of men who finally broke the code. Here for the first time, codebreaker the late Jerry Roberts tells how these forgotten heroes of Bletchley broke Hitler s top recognition they deserve.



AUTHOR JERRY ROBERTS MBE was the last surviving Bletchley Park codebreaker until his death in 2014. A talented linguist and recruited as a German speaker, he worked at Bletchley Park on the Lorenz machine for four years and was part of a small but dedicated team of codebreakers that included Tommy Flowers and Bill Tuttle.
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 Looks at the implications for the line of succession of the early deaths of ten prominent Yorkist and Tudor men
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 Covers the family background and death of Edmund Duke of Rutland, brother of Richard III, whose survival would have had huge implications for the line of succession
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The Book The century spanning the wars of the roses and the reigns of the Tudor kings was a volatile time of battle and bloodshed, execution and unexpected illness. Life could be nasty, brutish and short, especially for those young men whose birth propelled them into the thick of politics and warfare. Some met their end in battle, others were dragged to the block, losing everything for daring to aspire to the throne. Some were lost in mysterious circumstances, like Edward V, the elder of the Princes in the Tower, whose fate remains unknown. The majority of these young men died in their teens, on the brink of manhood, just as they were being put to the test. Cut down in the flower of their youth, they represent the lost paths of history, the fascinating “what-ifs” of the houses of York and Tudor. They also diverted the route of dynastic inheritance, with all the complicated implications that could bring, passing power into some unlikely hands. This book examines ten such figures in detail, using their lives to build a narrative of this savage century.
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 Other lost heirs include Edward of Middleham, ‘ichard III s son, Edward V, the eldest prince in the Tower, and Arthur Tudor, whose brother became Henry VIII
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